Keep it simple

Data Management for Exploration and Mining Companies

What makes
us different?
Exploration and mining are serious,
expensive businesses. Drilling for exploration
targets or grade control is costly. You drill
many meters, many holes, get multiple
assays. What are you left with? Some
sample bags, some data. Its easy to get
bogged down in this mass of data, easy to
miss the hidden pointers or get confused by
stray readings.
At maxgeo, we believe that adding value to
exploration and mining data requires
experienced people... people who have got
their “hands dirty” with the business. Our
core mission is delivering solutions that
store, manage and bring meaning to the
vast quantities of expensive data generated
by resource companies. maxgeo has been
providing data management services,
consultancy and software development, to
the resource industry for over 10 years. Our
client base is global, and includes
multinationals and mid-tier companies, as
well as juniors. Whether advising on core
data management strategy, supporting
client data management requirements, or
assisting with the development of skills, we
bring experience, talent and drive to every
situation. Maxwell helps clients unlock the
value in their data to drive the bottom line.
Viv Preston
Director.

maxgeo's “hands on” approach works because we
employ experienced resource professionals to deal
with your staff at a business level. We know that our
success depends on meeting your business needs
and can offer solutions tailored to your business
requirements. These solutions grow and change to
match your company’s needs.
In the resource business one size really doesn’t
fit all. Our proven track record, makes maxgeo
an ideal partner to help you get the most out of
your expensive data. Typically the cost of data
management represents less than one percent of the
cost of data acquisition. Yet resource professionals
repeatedly point to data quality being the highest risk
element in exploration and resource development.
Anything less than total professionalism is selling
your company short.

The services we deliver cover
four main areas:
dataFirst

dataFIRST is a structured process to capture all
aspects of your data requirements and to provide a
road map. We use our experience to ask the right
questions. Our findings and clear recommendations
for the way forward.

Data Management

We cover all activities associated with designing,
implementing and supporting professional data
management.

Data Management Consulting

We understand the business process, and through a
process of engagement we bring long lasting impact
to your business.

Data Management Software

maxgeo has a suite of software products designed
to support and improve exploration and mining data
management activities.

let’s
talk
dirty

Your data
is worth more
maxgeo is working to make companies more
valuable. Exploration and mining activities
create vast amounts of data, costing many
millions of dollars to collect. There is clearly
enormous value associated with this data.
We work with companies to ensure that
this value is captured and integrated. Our
experienced people are most successful
when working closely with clients to create
a culture of continuous data management
improvement that is sustainable past the
maxgeo engagement. Our goal is to help
clients deliver valuable data at the lowest
effective unit cost, which will ultimately
deliver the highest return on investment.

Today’s mining and exploration companies have
never been more dependent on their data to run
their business. Critical technical and corporate
data is stored in databases, and this data is
growing at ever increasing rates. Poor data means
poor decision making, and lost opportunities. It is
important that the value associated with the data is
recognised and retained.

We add value to data
in four core areas
Solutions are provided by people who have got
their hands dirty with the business.
• Understanding of every aspect of the data
management process in exploration and mining.
• Commitment to providing value for money
through flexible data management solutions.
• Business-driven, practical application for all IT
products and services.
• Strategic thinking at the highest level for senior
decision-makers through to practical solutions for
the end users.

adding
value

exploration

Exploration
Data
Management
Solutions
Exploration data is a valuable asset, and
its management is a critical function for all
exploration activities. Get it wrong and it
can cost the company dearly. All too often
companies end up generating large volumes
of data but very little information. Companies
starve themselves of valuable information by
using unstructured, fragmented and duplicated
datasets.
Our exploration experience and knowledge of
information technology enables maxgeo to
deliver an Exploration Data Management
Solution that is focused on the management
and integration of data and metadata,
ensuring that exploration applications and
delivery services perform at their full potential.
This reduces risk, and drives successful
exploration programmes.

exploration

Our data management software, DataShed, is core to the Exploration Data Management Solution.
DataShed provides the compliance, structure, discipline and process to manage exploration data
effectively, allowing users greater access to integrated quality data. The Exploration Data Management
Solution is flexible, open, scalable and suitable across multiple commodities.
Field Data Capture Tools
Our data capture applications provide for
rapid capture of quality data; Nomad for
PDA’s and LogChief for Laptop/Tablets.
Benefits include single point o administration,
customisable workflows, configurable data
entry, disciplined validation on data entry and
synchronisation of data.
Maxgeo Data Schema
Our schema ulfils statutory compliant
requirements (e.g. JORC, NI43-101,
SAMREC). The tables allow high levels of data
transparency and validity.
Data Types
The flexible structure o the schema will allow
capture of a variety of data types; Geological,
Geophysical, Geotechnical, Structural Data,
Assay Data, Coordinate Data, Environmental
Data, Financial, and more…
Data Management Functions
The Exploration Data Management Solution
includes numerous functions to improve the
exploration business process; spatial data
integrity, drill plods, GIS file cataloguing,
creation of import and export routines,
tenement, map and report cataloguing and
project management, automated statutory
reports.
Software Interoperability
The Exploration Data Management Solution
supports exploration software interoperability
allowing or eficient transer o integrated data.

Exploration
Business Work Flows
The flexibility of our Exploration Data
Management Solution allows for multiple
workflow configurations, all of which improve
the exploration process and the cost of
discovery.

Sample Tracking.
Drilling Management.
Assay Data Management.
Project Auditing.
Financial Reconciliation for Drilling and
Assays.
Rehabilitation tracking and reporting
systems.

mining

Mining
Data
Management
Solutions
Open Pit Operations
Underground Operations
Integrated data management for Open Pit and
Underground is undamental to successul
operations. Data and metadata associated with
all relevant aspects of the entire project are
accumulated and integrated. This can include
geological, grade, geotechnical, hydrological,
mining, processing and environmental. The
quality of this data will play a crucial role in
determining the eventual economic viability
of the project. Our mining experience and
knowledge of the associated workflows
enables maxgeo to deliver a Mining Data
Management Solution that is focussed on the
integration of this data and metadata. This
ensures that value is added to the process,
and that the elements of risk are reduced.

mining

maxgeo's data management solutions for mining are built around the deployment of DataShed.
Mining operations commonly collect vast quantities of data that need to be quickly integrated into
the workflow. We work with mining companies to meet their operational objectives by deploying a
flexible data management solution that adds value to the business.
Data Capture Tools
Our data capture applications (Nomad for PDA’s
and LogChief for Laptop/Tablets) are designed
to improve the rate at which quality data is
captured. Many tedious data capture operations
can be automated.

Mining Business
Work Flows

Maxgeo Data Schema
Our schema for managing mining data and
metadata ulfils statutory reporting requirements
(e.g. JORC, NI43 101, SAMREC). The tables
allow high levels of data transparency and
validity.

• Drilling and Assaying: RC Design, Grade
Control, Automated Sampling, Automated
Assaying, Sample QAQC.

Data and Metadata
The flexible structure o the schema will allow
capture of a variety of data types; Grade Control,
Face Sampling, Trucking, Stockpile, Geological,
Geotechnical, Structural Data, Assay Data,
Environmental Data, Financial.
Software Interoperability
Our solutions support mining software
interoperability allowing or eficient transer
of integrated data. Mining software does not
generally include data quality control and audit
trail functionality. This means that information
used in an application database will overwrite
itself when updated or deleted. The quality of
the data used in the application is dependant on
the data quality control processes implemented
by the company... maxgeo's Data Management
Software will preserve version control of the
data.

The flexibility of DataShed allows for multiple
workflows to be configured:

• Geology Quality: Geological Mapping and
Logging.
• Ore movement and Production: Reports,
Stockpile Monitoring, Trucking, Mill, Bogging,
Ore Block Design.
• Reconciliation: Pit, Underground, Mill and
Stockpile.

environmental

Environmental
Data
Management
Solutions
The mining and exploration industries are
coming under increasing pressure and obligation
to adhere to stricter environmental reporting
guidelines. Companies can use our data
management system to set in place a process that
will manage all the data and documentation for
current and future environmental impact studies.
The environmental data is integrated into your
exploration and mining activities, allowing for long
term planning.

The system will allow you to include
various components such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Environmental impact identification.
Environmental objectives and targets.
Operational procedures.
Responsibilities and reporting structure.
Continual environmental improvement.

Your business can benefit from integrating the
environmental management system in a number
of ways, including rationalising data collection
and use, simplifying the acquisition of licences
and permits, and assisting you to meet your own
environmental and quality targets.

assay

Assay
Data
Management
Solutions
Quality assay data is the most important
asset in the resource industry... grade is king.
Its management, and particularly the quality
control of the sample, is a critical function in all
exploration and mining activities. Getting this
data wrong can be an expensive exercise.
maxgeo's assay data management solutions
are highly regarded throughout the industry.
The flexible nature of the database structure
easily manages the variable data and
metadata types. Discipline in workflows to
ensure quality and integrity of the data is a
primary function of the solution.

The system will allow you to set up
various workflows such as:
•
•
•
•

Sample Despatch Management.
Automated import of assay files.
Validation workflows to ensure quality data.
Workflow control for Quality Assurance and
Quality Control.

dataFIRST

dataFIRST
When you really think about it, the future
of an exploration or mining company
rests on the value of the data and
information generated from the contents
of a sample... the future is in the bag.
However, many companies have neither
the in-house data management skills nor
the access to good data management
advice.
dataFIRST is a review service to deliver a
flexible, cost effective data management
road map tailored to your requirements.
The review is designed to allow the
company to own the way forward with
data management. We ask questions to
establish data lifecycles, works flows and
client requirements.

services

Data
Management
Services
maxgeo's core business is providing
flexible data management services and
solutions to the resource industry. Not all
companies want to maintain in house data
management skills, many companies
require data management solution to grow
with the activities. Our flexible data
management services have been designed
in response to industry requirements, and
overcame the challenges of selecting a
data management system that is tailored
around budget constraints.

dataFIRST

Our data management services will provide
you with an industry best practice solution
that is easy to implement. Core to our
services is simplifying the complexity of
data management.

Support

Custom Design
Development and
Implementation Ongoing
Database Management
Database Hosting
Data and Database Auditing
Training and Mentoring
Custom Application Solutions
IT Outsourcing

consulting

maxgeo
Consulting
We help exploration and mining companies
make informed decisions on data management
strategy, business workflows, technology and
organisation. By asking the right questions,
we dig deep into the data and add value to the
company.
maxgeo has been consulting in the mining and
exploration industry for more than 10 years.
We work in all the major geographies around
the world, with experienced data management
consultants located in Australia, South Africa,
North America and Europe. This group of
experienced industry specialists are
passionate about the industry.

Strategy Planning
Performance Improvement
Data and Database Consulting
Data Capture Improvement
Change Management
IT Infrastructure Improvement

software

DataShed software is an industry standard for exploration and
mining database management. The disciplined flexibility of
the data model allows for customisation of client workflows.
A user friendly, robust front end enables efficient data import,
validation, hosting and export of quality data. Within DataShed
is a suite of powerful tools for data manipulation, integration
with other applications, and generation of datasets and
reports. The product is scalable for operation and commodity.

QAQCR allows companies to rapidly monitor assay quality
assurance and control in an exploration and mining operation.
Features of the application include control charts, comparative
graphs, particle size monitoring, sample turnaround tracking
and automated reporting.

LogChief is our digital data capture application designed
for laptops/Toughbooks/tablets. The application is primarily
designed for geological logging and data management of drill
hole information. It also includes all of the functionality found
in Nomad.

Lease Control is a land/tenement management
application designed to assist resource companies
manage their tenure and agreement information. The
application is suitable
for single or multiple jurisdictions. The flexible database
structure allows for easy configuration of business work
flows. LeaseControl can be integrated with geological,
environmental and financial data.
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